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Host CSO-Nash says:
USS Cherokee 10308.24  Choices Part 11
Host CSO-Nash says:
The Cherokee is circling the outpost, waiting for aXO Nash to report his team is ready to beam back.  What data he could find has been downloaded to his tricorder.
Host CSO-Nash says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CSO-Nash says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::On Bridge, trying to sort out what the raiders want exactly, all the while growing impatient.::  *All*: Status report.
Host CSO-Nash says:
@::recording the last of the data to take back to the ship::
CIV_Stricker says:
::In the main turbolift heading for the bridge::
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::sitting at FCO position, waiting to be relieved::
Host LoDuca says:
#::sitting on his bed, thinking about what to do next::
CMO_Brabas says:
@::Examining one of the body's found there. He is scanning it with his tricorder looking for cause of death::
CIV_Stricker says:
::As the doors swing open, he takes a look at the bridge and steps off of the turbolift. He locates the CO and approaches him::
Host CSO-Nash says:
@CEO*:  Terumo, have you got all the information you need on the weapons signatures?
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: Hello sir. I am Lieutenant Commander Timothy Stricker, reporting for duty Captain!
Host CSO-Nash says:
@*CMO*:  Doctor, make sure you record everything you find.  SFC will need everything you can gather.
CEO_Terumo says:
@::near one of the data collectors, watching its progress:: CSO: I believe I'm almost done, Sir.
Host LoDuca says:
#*MO*: Doctor, I will be there in a minute. How are our patients?
Host CSO-Nash says:
@*CEO*: What is your assessment so far Terumo?
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He looks at tricorder scans::*CSO*:Aye sir! I am doing it!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Rising.::  CIV: Welcome aboard, Commander.  I'm Commander Ayidee, acting as Captain in Captain Lyon's absence.
Host LoDuca says:
#<MO> *LoDuca*: Holding onto life barely. Just keeping them alive enough for you to finish them off.
OPS_Nash says:
::bridge at OPS, looking at a PADD, then looks up at the CO::  CO:  About to call Starfleet Command to get a ship out here, any ideas how I should identify ourselves since we are trying to keep a low profile?
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: Of course. Pleasure to meet you Captain. I am aboard as a Bridge Systems Specialist. Is there anyone you'd like me to relieve?
Host CSO-Nash says:
@*CO*:  Captain, we are almost finished here.  Is there anything you want before we beam back?
Host LoDuca says:
#*MO*: I will be down in a moment.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV: From reviewing your record, I see you have experience at piloting.  For the time being, I would like for you to cover the Helm and relieve Ensign Bishara.
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He looks and concludes:: To him self: Again the same internal bleeding.
Host LoDuca says:
#::LoDuca rises and makes his way down to Sick Bay::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CSO*: Just make sure you find what you can about what they were after, but I'm sure that's already done.  Let me know when you're ready to return.
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: Yes Captain ::Gloats:: I do have my level five pilot license and was the leader in Dover Squad at the academy. Thank you!
CMO_Brabas says:
@Self: Concussion grenade, I am not so sure!
CEO_Terumo says:
@*CSO*: Well, it seems clear that Klingon weapons have been involved. We've found concussion bombs signatures, as well as some other less powerful weapons, but it will take some time to analyze all of the data collected so far.
CIV_Stricker says:
::Walks up to the EO:: EO: You are relieved Ensign ::Smiles::
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CIV: Yes sir.  I stand relieved.
OPS_Nash says:
::turns to see the new officer take the helm and she smiles::
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::gets up and moves aside so the CIV can takes her spot::
Host CSO-Nash says:
@*CEO*:  Gather your things Terumo, and come back here.  Call the doctor as I believe we have all we need.  Have you sent your specimens up already?
CIV_Stricker says:
::Sits down at the Helm and sighs:: Self: How I missed this....seems like I am returning home...
Host LoDuca says:
#:: he enters sick bay and sees the misery he has caused:: MO: Doctor, I want these people treated for their wounds. There will be no more acts of torture on this vessel.
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He takes some tissue samples of a few bodies and puts them into med kit bag::
Host LoDuca says:
#<MO> ::laughs hysterically:: LoDuca: Yea sure sir. Anything you say.
Host LoDuca says:
#::he stares as the Doctor with an unmistakably steely look:: MO: You got a problem with my orders, Doctor?
CEO_Terumo says:
@::begins to disconnect his equipment:: *CSO*: I just have to finish packing up the equipment and I'll be on my way. I'll be a couple of minutes more, at the most.
Host CSO-Nash says:
@*AT*:  Please come to my location.  We need to beam back to the Cherokee.
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: Sir, I have been relieved.  May I return to Engineering sir, that is if you don't need me here?
CEO_Terumo says:
@*CMO*: Doc, how are you doing, do you need any assistance from me?
Host LoDuca says:
#<MO> ::his face goes blank:: LoDuca: Ummm, yes sir. I will do as you say right away.
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He moves slowly to the next victim and looks at the open wound. He takes his tricorder and scans it for the blade shape::
CIV_Stricker says:
::Sitting at the Helm going over flight operational monitoring::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: For now stay on the Bridge.  Handle Engineering from there, but I want the best people on the Bridge for now.
CMO_Brabas says:
@*CEO*:No thanks, but do you know that Klingons may have something to do with this?!
CMO_Brabas says:
@*CSO*: In a moment!
Host LoDuca says:
#MO: Doctor, I want the two security officers to return to their duties as soon as they are able. I want the two survivors from the outpost healed, then show them to some quarters. This barbarism will no longer be tolerated.
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::raises an eyebrow::  CO: Yes Sir, I will assume the Engineering station.
Host LoDuca says:
#<MO> LoDuca: Yes, I will do as you say. What about Captain Lyon?
CEO_Terumo says:
@*CMO*: So it would seem. I've been collecting evidence of Klingon weapons being used here...
Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: Sorry, for now send out a general distress call.  We're going to leave a small detachment behind to secure the station and begin the rebuilding.
Host CSO-Nash says:
@*CO*:  Sir, the doctor and CEO are on their way to my location.  We will be ready to beam up shortly.
Host LoDuca says:
#MO: I trust you have treated him well. I ordered you not to harm him. If you have, then I will punish you appropriately.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Moves to the Back of the Bridge, reviewing Tactical Sensors.::  *Sec*: I want Delta team fully armed and equipped.  They are going to remain behind to secure the station using a shuttle as a support base.
Host LoDuca says:
#<MO> LoDuca: No sir. He has not been touched. He is in the back room, I have kept him unconscious.
Host CSO-Nash says:
@::finishing the last of his packing, taking his inventory list and placing it in his jacket pocket, this is one list he does not want to lose::
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::walks over to engineering station::  Computer: Activate Bridge Engineering Systems Voice ID Gamma Epsilon 94521 Alpha.
CMO_Brabas says:
@::through his spine comes a shiver because he sees the ferocity of the wound that Klingon knife made::*CEO*: I have also gathered disruptor blast wounds, and a Klingon knife with Bath'leth signs!
OPS_Nash says:
CO: Understood, Captain.  ::as she fights back a small yawn::
CEO_Terumo says:
@::sees the CSO at a distance and starts walking towards him, having beamed the remaining equipment to Main Engineering:: *CSO*: I'm walking towards your location now.
CIV_Stricker says:
::Holding position of the ship::
Host LoDuca says:
#MO: Wake him Doctor. I want his injuries healed as well. Move him to our guest quarters but keep him under tight security.
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
<Computer> EO: Voice ID Recognized as EO Ensign T'Lisha Bishara.
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::watches the board come to life::
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He takes a few more scans and tissue samples and begins to pack his Medical bag::
CEO_Terumo says:
@*CMO*: And so the plot thickens... Will you be joining us shortly, doctor?
Host LoDuca says:
#<MO> LoDuca: As you wish. It will be done.
OPS_Nash says:
::she sends out a general distress call to Starfleet Command to this area::
CMO_Brabas says:
@*CEO*:I am on my way as we speak!
Host LoDuca says:
#MO: Carry on. ::heads back to the bridge::
Host CSO-Nash says:
@*CMO*:  Doctor, any time would be nice.  I do not want to be here any longer than we have to.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV: Lay in a course back towards Dreon as soon as the Away Team returns and the Security team departs.
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He walks to coordinated place::*CSO*:I am coming!
Host CSO-Nash says:
@::hears a noise and turns to see Terumo coming in his direction::
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
*Engineering*: I will be remaining for the time being on the bridge.  Ens. Spanner I want you to take over till my return or the CEO's return.
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: Yes sir.
CIV_Stricker says:
::Lays in the course towards Dreon but does not engage::
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
<Ens.Spanner> EO: Understood Ma'am.  Engineering out.
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He sees CSO and waves. ::CSO: Here I am and ready!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
<Sec> *CO*: Sir, shuttle ready for launch.  Team heavily armed, we'll await your return.  Good luck, Captain.
Host LoDuca says:
#::enters on to the bridge, he looks around at his crew, they are all sitting with scared looks in their eyes:: Klingon_OPS: Please open a shipwide channel.
CEO_Terumo says:
@::reaches the CSO:: CSO: Did you find anything else?
Host CSO-Nash says:
@CEO:  A few things, but I will have to get the computer on it when we return to the ship. CMO: Doctor, are you ready?
Host LoDuca says:
#<Klingon_OPS> LoDuca: Yes my lord. ::opens the channel::
CMO_Brabas says:
@CSO/CEO: Here is a slotter! And I am hoping that we are leaving!
CMO_Brabas says:
@CSO: Yes I am!
Host CSO-Nash says:
@CO:  Captain, we are ready to leave.  Three to beam up.
OPS_Nash says:
::smiles when she hears that the away team is ready to return to the ship::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CSO*: Good to hear, see you in a minute.  OPS: Beam them back.
Host LoDuca says:
#ALL: Crew, I think I need to discuss some things with you. Something happened to me. I can't quite explain it but it has changed the way I see things. Things have become more clear and defined. I have noticed that my actions of recent have not been my own. Something has influenced me, made me do things I did not want to do.
OPS_Nash says:
CO:  Right away, Sir, with pleasure.   ::she beams the team back to the ship::
Host CSO-Nash says:
ACTION: The Away team is transported back to the Cherokee.. 
Host CSO-Nash says:
*CO*: Captain, I am going to my office to get this tricorder downloaded to the mainframe.
Host LoDuca says:
#ALL: I can not explain it to you now as clearly as I would like, but I make this promise to you. Things will be different from now on. There will be no more tortures or beatings.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CSO*: Very good, inform me when you are through the information.
Host CSO-Nash says:
*CO*: Yes Sir.  I have a list I will send you shortly.  Kevin out.
CEO_Terumo says:
::materializes on the ship and heads to the turbolift:: Computer: Bridge.
Host LoDuca says:
#ALL: I will show you all the respect that you deserve. The respect you all have earned in my eyes. You are the finest crew ever assembled. And when this mission is complete, we will begin a new chapter. A chapter in which we and our friends and families do not have to live in fear of what the Romulans have done to us and our peoples.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV: Move us out.
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: We got the AT safely sir. Shall I engage our new heading?
Host Diana says:
#::stares at LoDuca... wondering what the heck was in the cream she used on him::
Host LoDuca says:
#ALL: We will take the fight to them. And we will be victorious. We will not stop until every single Romulan is dead! Are you with me?!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV: Yes, engage.
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: Yes sir ::Taps his console:: Course engaged sir...now!
Host LoDuca says:
#::the crew roars with their approval::
Host Diana says:
#LoDuca:  I think you have been a hit.  May I ask why the change of heart?
Host LoDuca says:
#ALL: Then let's not anything get in our way. Trust in me and I will lead us into the promise land. Stations everyone!
CEO_Terumo says:
::exits the TL and nods to the CO:: CO: From the data we've collected so far, we've established Klingon weapons were used in the attack, but we'll have more specifics after we're done analyzing the collected data.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CEO: Any indications as to why the target was chosen?
CEO_Terumo says:
CO: Not yet, Sir.
Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: Diana, my dear, I cannot explain to you in full right now, but I have had a vision. It showed me what I was doing wrong and what I need to do to lead us to victory.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CEO: Thank you for the information.  We'll have to guess what kind of bait will work here.
CEO_Terumo says:
::approaches the EO:: EO: Report, please.
Host LoDuca says:
#::the crew begins to sing, in unison, a Klingon war song::
Host Diana says:
#LoDuca:  Whatever you say my dear.  What about your two precious prisoners?
Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: Everyone is being treated well. There is no reason to harm them, they will be saviors and heroes when they make the sacrifices that will come.
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::stands straight up:: CEO: Sir, Engineering is in fine shape.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CEO: Anything on the station that the Romulans may have had an interest in?  They have an interest in this hunt, and I need to know what it is.
CEO_Terumo says:
EO: I'm sure. I could use your help analyzing the data collected on the planet.
Host Diana says:
ACTION:  As the Cherokee leaves the outpost, the ship is fired upon from nowhere.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Raises Weapon status.::  All: Red Alert!  Where did that come from?!?!
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CEO: All repairs are finished...........What the blazes was that????  ::checks her scanners for some type of signature::
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: I got nothing on Navigational sensors sir.
OPS_Nash says:
CO:  Unknown, it came from out of nowhere.  ::as she gets back in her seat::
Host Diana says:
ACTION:  The right nacelle takes the hit, but with the double shielding, it is only knocked offline for 15 seconds.
Host LoDuca says:
#::LoDuca relaxes into his seat, he is clearly at peace::
CEO_Terumo says:
::holds on to the console to prevent from falling:: Self: What the hell?!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV: Bring us about, let's find the snakes and show them who they just bit.
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: Sir, that might have come from a cloaked Klingon ship.
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: Aye sir! ::Pilots the ship to come about::
CEO_Terumo says:
::unlocks a console next to the EO and starts doing a damage assessment:: CO: Sir, right nacelle was hit, but it has been brought back online automatically.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods to EO.::  EO: Good guess.  ::Initiates a fire pattern to cover maximum area with low power blasts.::
CMO_Brabas says:
::He runs into SB:: To med staff: We are on high alert, be on your stations fast. Now move it people!
Host Diana says:
ACTION:  The panel on the main engineering console begins to flicker from red to green.
CEO_Terumo says:
EO: Make sure those shields stay up, please.
CEO_Terumo says:
::reroutes power from the damaged conduits in the right nacelle:: Self: That should do it, for now.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*Cargo Bay 7*: Get the Sequoyia launched immediately, using the "gift".  I want another set of eyes.
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CEO: Yes sir, the shield grid is showing green and.............Sir wait, I am picking up an ion trail and it has just jumped to warp.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Give the trail to Commander Stricker, it's time for a chase.  CIV: Let's get on their tail.
Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  A mine is dropped at the point where the cloaked ship has entered warp.
Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: I think I will have a talk with my friend Rojer. Please take over till I return. ::gets up and heads to the guests quarters::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
Self: So much for my theory as to what that sensor blip was.
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: I've got them lock on. Shall I match their flight patterns?
CMO_Brabas says:
::He puts down Medical bag with samples from planet and grabs a Med kit Phaser and new tricorder and old one puts on Laboratory panel to download findings::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV: Affirmative.  Keep your eyes open, I'd bet my tail it's a trap.
OPS_Nash says:
::makes sure she has teams going to start on repairs::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV: Go wide!  They dropped something small, targeting it and firing now.  ::Fires at mine.::
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: Aye Captain They're a sneaky sorts but I'm compensating! ::Locks on and follow the other ship::
Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The mine is exploded and rocks the Cherokee.  The warp trail is lost.
OPS_Nash says:
::holds on to the console as the ship rocks::
CIV_Stricker says:
::Steers the ship away but it got a hit::
CEO_Terumo says:
::diverts auxiliary power to the sensors and extends the forward sensors' reach in order to follow the trail:: CO: Sir, the forward sensors' range has been extended by 20 percent.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He grabs on to one of the consoles::
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CEO: Sir I am beginning to........Blast I just lost the trail.
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CEO: The mind just obliterated the trail.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CEO: Right now I’m more concerned about the shields than sensors.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He goes to main base computer in Sick Bay and checks for casualties::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV/ EO: Can you locate them?
Host SM-Trish says:
<Flightbay> *CO*:  Sir, do you still want the Sequoia launched?  We have some damage down here.
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: I suggest we try to disable their flight systems. I can actually get us close enough to fire on their warp core.
Host LoDuca says:
#::after making his way down, he enters the quarters after erecting a forcefield to keep the Captain from attacking him:: Rojer: Sorry to bother you here Rojer, I just wanted to see if you are ok.
CEO_Terumo says:
::grabs the console again:: Self: Damn! EO: keep at it!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*Flightbay*: Hold the ship ready, but do not launch yet.
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: No sir, their trail is lost.
Host SM-Trish says:
<Flightbay> *CO*:  Aye Sir... the Sequoia might have taken wing damage.  I will let you know.
Host LoDuca says:
#<Rojer> ::voice is low and breaks up from the stasis:: LoDuca: I got nothing to say to you. You are a sick freak and I will kill you. There, I think that covers it.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV: Then let's continue with the plan.  Put us back towards Dreon.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He begins to check inner ships sensors for serious injuries on crew members::
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: Aye, setting course for the Dreon system. Standing by to engage.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CEO: When the ship is secure, see if you can lend a hand to the Sequoyia repairs.  I have an idea to use it.  CIV: Engage.
Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  Minor injuries begin to flood sickbay.
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: Yes Captain ::Engages ship engines and the course heading::
Host LoDuca says:
#Rojer: Look, I know you are upset, but, I just wanted to tell you I am sorry for the inconvenience. However, I think it will all be worth it in the end.
CEO_Terumo says:
::brings up a damage report on his console:: CO: Minor damage to decks 5 and 6 and to the right nacelle. Repair teams are on their way.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Lock that Warp Signature into the Tactical Sensors.  I want to know if we see that again.
CEO_Terumo says:
CO: Aye, Sir.
Host LoDuca says:
#<Rojer> LoDuca: What are you talking about? You kidnap me, kill my CTO, and I'm supposed to except your apology? You insult my intelligence.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He gets up and begins to make way and organizations in Sick bay:: MO: T'Mol, you have your reasons, Denise help T'Mol. ::He walks toward first patient and gets scans::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: I also need a way to get through to the Admiral without them knowing.  Any progress on that front yet?
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: Yes sir.  Understood.  ::locks on to that signature::
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: Sir I am locked onto the signal.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Very good.
CMO_Brabas says:
To Medical Crew: People please remember to arrange the casualties from heavy to low. Those with light wounds can wait for a second!
OPS_Nash says:
CO: I believe my program for the special encoding is ready to use.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: I'll have a message ready to send within an hour.
Host LoDuca says:
#Rojer: I know it seems that way now, but in the end it will all be worth it. These sacrifices will not be in vain. We will be remembered as heroes for what we are about to do!
CMO_Brabas says:
::He scans first crew member with open wound on broken arm::
OPS_Nash says:
CO: I'll be ready, Sir.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes hypo and gives him something to ease the pain::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CIV: Good flying back there.  Nice to have you available.
Host LoDuca says:
#<Rojer> LoDuca: Wow, you are even more twisted than I thought. Look, how about you lower this forcefield and we can sit down and discuss all of this, like friends. I promise, I will behave myself. ::flashes a grin::
CEO_Terumo says:
::finishes tapping his console:: EO: I'll be on deck 3 helping with the Sequoya's repairs. I've dispatched repair teams to the remaining locations, but I need you to make sure those repairs take place on schedule.
OPS_Nash says:
::she sends a message to the Admiral describing what has transpired but in a story about an ancient Native American brave sending a signal to his chief::
CMO_Brabas says:
::He shoves him on the bio bed and takes a laser scalpel to cut material off the wound::
CIV_Stricker says:
CO: It's my pleasure sir. I have a lot of experience in combat so I know how to get us out of a jam, even if it's been a while.
Host SM-Trish says:
%COM: Cherokee:  This is Dreon.  You are on approach, what is your ETA?  We have several messages waiting for you.
EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CEO: Understood sir.  You can count on me.  I come to serve.
Host LoDuca says:
#Rojer: Rojer, my old friend, now it is you who insults my intelligence. No bother, you will understand all of this. If not in this life, surely the next. I bid you good day. Don't forget to ask the guards if you need anything.
OPS_Nash says:
COM:  Dreon:  We are minutes away. Should be there shortly.
CEO_Terumo says:
::nods to the EO and enters the TL:: Computer: Deck 3.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Turns Tactical over to aTO and returns to the Center seat for a minute.::
CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes scan of bone position and looks carefully at it. He needs to determine a bone position::
Host SM-Trish says:
$COM: Cherokee:  Welcome to Dreon.  You have clearance to approach.  Let me know when you are ready to receive your communiqués.
OPS_Nash says:
CO:  Captain, just received word from Dreon, they are waiting for us and they have messages for us.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
aTO: By the way, distribute as many Type II's about the crew as we have available.  I don't want to get caught without a well armed crew.
OPS_Nash says:
COM:  Dreon:  Acknowledged.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: Let them know I'll collect them by hand.  I'm not risking any information transfers until we know where the serpents are.
Host LoDuca says:
#<Rojer> LoDuca: Oh I understand alright. Hey, you think I could borrow a communicator. I need to get in touch with my ship, you know, check in and let them know I won't make it for dinner?
OPS_Nash says:
CO: Acknowledged.
CEO_Terumo says:
::approaches the team handling the repairs to the Sequoia:: Ens.: Report, please.
Host LoDuca says:
#::LoDuca exits and returns to the bridge::
Host Adm-Alexander says:
::sees a message coming over her private channel.  She opens it and read it.  Then she sits and ponders what the message means,::
OPS_Nash says:
COM:  Dreon:  We will retrieve all messages in person.
Host Adm-Alexander says:
<DreonOPS> COM: Cherokee:  Understood.  They will be waiting for you.  Who will retrieve them?
Host LoDuca says:
#:: enters the bridge and sits:: Diana: Our friend Rojer seems to be in good spirits today.
OPS_Nash says:
COM:  Dreon:  I will get back to you on that.  Stand by.
CEO_Terumo says:
<Ens. Samuro> CEO: Sir, the left nacelle was hit by falling containers, resulting in damages to several plasma conduits. 
CMO_Brabas says:
::He slightly pulls forearm to opposite direction of the second part of bone and takes a bone inside of arm with continuing movement toward upper arm bone::
Host Diana says:
#LoDuca:  That is good to hear.  Your crew seem to be happy as well.  I think you will find them a much better crew now they are no longer in fear for their lives.
OPS_Nash says:
COM:  Dreon:  The Captain will retrieve the messages using his fingerprint as confirmation to his identity.
Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: I know, I'm so sorry for before. I just don't know what happened. It was like I was possessed. You know me, I don't act like that.
CMO_Brabas says:
::Now he slightly presses bones together and pushes to the position. Poor man, almost went unconscious::
Host Diana says:
#::raises her eyebrows and thinks since when?::
OPS_Nash says:
::feels that the reason for the recent events is about to present itself::
CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes bone regenerator unit and begins to help fasten bone cells to grow::
CEO_Terumo says:
Ens. Samuro: Well, let's take a look at that... ::lays down next to another EO::
Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: No matter. I think it is time we get ready for the next phase. Klingon_OPS: Set course for phase 3 and engage.
Host Diana says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Diana says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Diana says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

